John, Apostle and Evangelist
Find this story in your Bible: John 21. 19b - end
Sunday 27th December 2020

Start with a discussion:


What name do people call John? John the _______.

The story
In this weeks reading we hear about one of the Disciples
named the ‘Beloved Disciple’. Who do you think it could be?

In today’s reading the Beloved Disciple is revealed as John, but
the lesson from today is that if we love Jesus, we will be loved
by Jesus in return. We can all be like John and be the ’Beloved
Disciple’.
Jesus also says that we must ‘follow‘ Him, to do this we must
follow His teachings and act upon them in our lives.

Activity: Heart hand prints

You will need:


Print off the template



Pink poster paint or lots of

colours to do a rainbow
handprint.

Print off the attached template ‘Passing on my
love to you’.
The template has been designed so you can share
them with friends and family who you may not
have been able to see over Christmas.

Paint both hands in either pink or rainbow.

If you chose rainbow make sure the lines of
colours across your hands don’t get mixed up.
Keeping them separate makes them very bright
and stops them becoming too mixed.

Place one hand carefully over the grey heart
outline on the template. Your finger tips go to the
point with your palm to the top round section of
the heart. Repeat with the other hand crossing
over to make the full heart shape.

Leave to dry, fill in who you’re sending it to at
the top and your name at the bottom.
Importantly then share with the person who you
would like to receive it.

Passing on my love to you
To
______________________

From,
______________________

